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METHOD OF MAKING AN EMBOSSED 
TRIDEMENSIONAL PHOTOGRAPH BY A DRY 

PROCESS 

This invention relates to embossed or relief studio 
photographs having a natural and life-like contoured 
appearance and which are capable of being produced 
by a dry process to obtain photographs of a sculptured 
nature which may be hollow on the rear side whereby 
they can be replicated, if desired. 

In my co-pending application Ser. No. 170,433, ?led 
Aug. 10, 1971, now US. Pat. No. 3,772,106 the con 
tents of which are hereby made a part hereof, I have de 
scribed a proce'ssfor making a tridimensional colored 
photograph with a sculptured natural life-like appear 
ance by following a sequence of steps using a wet col 
ored photograph and a moldable impasto over a black 
and white print of the same subject. That process al 
though involving several steps has been found to work 
quite successfully. I have now discovered that the pro 
cedure of that application can be materially simpli?ed 
and carried out more quickly and economically in a 12 
ton or greater embossing registration vacuum press 
while avoiding the use of a wet color photograph, linen 
emulsion or the like ?lm and thereby further avoiding 
the risks of a wet photograph becoming torn or wrin 
kled, thereby also adding more ?exibility to the pro 
duction of oil paintings, velvet art litho prints where 
water can create dry spots or other defective problems 
that may arise. 
According to the present invention, an embossed 

generally concavo-convex photograph is produced 
which takes the contours of a pre-shaped mold in a spe 
cial embossing registration press and which embossed 
photograph can, if desired, be ?lled or covered on its 
rear side with support material. At the same time, the 
process of producing the present embossed photograph 
is carried out in an essentially dry state through the use 
of a certain novel laminate to be described and which 
with the photograph or print as its top layer is put into 
the press into which the pre-shaped molding material 
on a support is added below the laminate while pre 
venting the trapping of air and the consequent pulling 
away of the photograph from its registration to the 
mold. Provision is further made for evacuating air from 
the press which might interfere with a smooth closely 
fitting photoprint and hence a pump-driven suction ar 
rangement ?rst only partially withdraws air until the 
press closes and makes contact through the upper and 
lower levels of the press, thus completing suction and 
conforming the photoprint and laminate to the pre 
shaped molding material. In the accompanying draw~ 
mgs: 
FIG. 1 is a transverse sectional view through the pre 

shaped molding material and its support and showing 
passageways for withdrawing air under suction; 

FIG. 2 is an elevational end view, partly in section, of 
the press within which the molding takes place; 
FIG. 3 is a transverse section similar to FIG. 1 but 

showing the association of underlying elements and the 
connection to the press; ' 

FIG. 4 is a transverse sectional view of the photo 
graphic print laminated with canvas and a polyvinyl 
plastic; 
FIG. 5 is a composite view in transverse elevation 

showing how the laminate of FIG. 4 is assembled in the 
press with the subjacent and supe'rjacent components 
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.2 
in the order in which they are arranged in the press of 
FIG. 2; 
FIG. 6 is a sectional view through a ?nished em 

bossed photograph showing the rear side thereof hol 
low; and 
FIG. 7 illustrates in face view a completed embossed 

photograph of a human subject. 
Referring ?rst to FIG. 2, it will be seen that the press, 

indicated by numeral 10, is provided with a framework 
including vertical walls 11 and horizontal top closure 
member 12 on which is disposed a pressure gauge 13 
having a pipe 14 leading to a pedestal or cylinder 15 
supported on member 16 and within which rod 17 is 
adapted to move upwardly and downwardly under the 
influence of pressure changes. Oln rod 17 there is a 
plate 18 secured as at 19 to a flooring member 20 
which is adapted to move upwardly and downwardly 
with rod 17 as pressures change but not lower than 
brackets 25, and ?ooring member 20 is mounted for 
such vertical movements responsive to a vacuum pump 
to be described. Above ?ooring member 20 is a solid 
base member 21 centrally of which there is a ?exible 
hollowptubing 22 communicating with the chamber in 
the press, the upper end of which is ?ush with the upper 
surface of member 21 and the lower end of which is 
connected into a vacuum pump 23, the housing of 
which is mounted on upright 11 as shown and secured 
in position by brackets 24 secured to the lower surface 
of the pump housing and to the said upright 11. Brack 
ets 25 serve the purpose of stopping the lower move 
ment of the press from exceeding the desired extent of 
hydraulic pumping action. 

It will be observed that there is a chamber 26 be 
tween electric blanket member 28 and the synthetic 
(neoprene) rubber element 27. Member 28 is cush 
ioned for heat insulation on its innerside with absorbent 
blotters 28'. The synthetic rubber, which is preferably 
neoprene, is glued or otherwise adhesively secured at 
29. 
As will be seen from FIG. 3, the configured impasto 

30 on the presswood 30" is placed on a heavy forami~ 
nous screen 39 ?tting into tray 40 having an upturned 
edge flange 41. The arrangement prevents air or mois 
ture from being trapped and centers the group of ele 
ments. The impasto and presswood have spaced open 
ings 30' therethrough. ' 
As will be best seen from FIG. 5 which shows the 

order of arrangement of the various components, mold 
ing material 30, such as the impasto of my aforesaid co 
pending application, on a support of presswood 30" is 
placed on member 21 and manipulated by hand or oth 
erwise into the desired con?gurations. The laminate of 
FIG. 4 is then placed on the molded material 30 and 
this laminate is made up of an uppermost layer which 
is a photographic print member 31v and a lowermost 
layer 33 of polyvinyl or other plastic and between 
which is sandwiched the canvas layer 32. This laminate 
acts as a unit because the three layers thereof are glued 
or otherwise adhesively secured together and such a 
laminate has been found to be an important part of the 
present invention and contributes to the simplicity and 
economy of the process as a whole. 

Still referring to FIG. 5, it will be seen that above the 
laminate there is a layer 34 of Te?on (a tetra?uor 
oethylene resin (Du Pont)) and thereabove is the neo 
prene rubber element 35 and the electric blanket 36 is 
between synthetic rubber 27 and neoprene rubber ele 
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ment 3S and is of known construction and is connected 
to a suitable source of heating current (not shown) and 
the temperature thereof is at all times indicated by the 
temperature gauge 37 atop the press 10 as shown in 
FIG. 2. Since these elements are well known, they have 
only been illustrated diagrammatically, but it will be 
readily understood that they are provided with the 
usual electrical connections. 
The members described above are assembled within 

the chamber 26 of the press in the order illustrated in 
FIG. 5 and then suitable temperature and vacuum or 
pressure conditions are created, as will be understood, 
until the molding material has acquired sufficient hard 
ness to become durable and self-supporting so that 
when the press is subsequently opened there is ob 
tained the embossed photograph of FIG. 6 preferably 
with a hollow rear into which can be placed, if desired, 
impasto orany other support material or merely a can 
vas or wooden backing member 38. The photo print 
which is now contoured and of a sculptured appear 
ance may be coated with transparent vinyl or any other 
transparent protective coating material just so long as 
that material does not materially change dimensionally 
so as to alter the smoothness and con?guration of the 
embossed photograph. FIG. 7 shows a ?nished photo 
graph in face view and wherein the various features of 
the depicted subject are contoured convexly and con 
cavely so as to impart a life-like appearance to the pho 
tograph which takes on the characteristics of a profes 
sional studio photograph of sculptured nature. It will be 
understood that during the time the impasto is in the 
press, particularly at the beginning of the pressure pe 
riod, one or more apertures 30’ extend through the im 

- pasto, as shown in FIG. 1, which serve in conjunction 
with the vacuum pump 23 and tubing 22 already de 
scribed to draw excess or undesired air or moisture 
from the impasto or other molding material and/or 
from the chamber of the press itself since it has been 
found that excess or unnecessary air or moisture may 
cause bubbles or wrinkles or other irregularities to 
form in the photograph being processed. In this way, 
the use of special heating tools, as shown in my afore 
said application, are eliminated. 

It is to be understood that the press prior to the form 
ing process is pre-heated to 325°F for 15 minutes and 
that the vinyl laminate is pre-heated in the press while 
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the vacuum is “on” for registration which is then slowly 
closed manually or automatically for additional heating 
under pressure of at least 5,000 p.s.i. during operation. 
The vinyl layer is peferably approximately 0.015 inch 
thick. 
By making use of the present invention and the vari 

ous steps and components herein described, photogra 
phers will be able to produce embossed studio photo 
graphs effectively and economically thereby increasing 
the range of utility of my previous process which re 
quires greater skill and care. It will, of course, be also 
understood that while the present invention, like that 
of my co-pending application, is indicated for making 
embossed studio photographs of highly professional na 
ture and with a sculptured natural appearance, the pro 
cedure and devices are equally applicable to black and 
white photographs, velvet painting, canvas paintings 
and litho prints, especially those of stretchable paper ' 
content. 
What is claimed is: 
1. A dry method of producing an embossed photo 

graph of life-like appearance which comprises intro 
ducing a pre-heated laminate having as its top layer a 
dry photograph of a subject on a canvas layer with a 
plastic lowermost layer into a pre-heated hydraulic 
press on supported contoured hardenable molding ma 
terial conforming to the subject of the photograph and 
shaping the laminate to conform to the contoured 
molding material by actuation of the press, and thereaf 
ter removing the contoured laminate and finishing the 
same into the desired embossed photograph. 

2. A method according to claim 1, wherein air is 
withdrawn through the contoured molding material 
while the laminate is in the press. 

3. A method according to claim 1', wherein the lami 
nate is composed of a layer of polyvinyl plastic with 
canvas secured thereon upon which the photograph is 
superimposed and secured. 

4. A method according to claim 1, wherein the lami 
nate is shaped in the press at a pressure of at least 5,000 
p.s.i. and at a temperature of 325°F for 15 minutes. 

5. A method according to claim 2, wherein air is 
withdrawn through spaced holes provided ‘in the con 
toured molding material and its support. 
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